T H E plan and objects of this series of papers have been so far explained already as to render it superfluous to enumerate them here.
added on account of its connexion as to form of enunciation with the third, and from its admitting of a very neat analysis and construction.
The conclusion, I may, finally, add, at which I have arrived, is :-when two centres of magnetic force of equal intensity and opposite direction are situated anywhere within the e a r t h , there are always t w o , and never more tha which the needle can take a direction perpendicular to the horizon.
GEOMETRICAL LEMMAS. L e m m a I. L o c a l T h e o r e m .-Iffr om two given points lines he infected to
, and have a given ratio, the locus of their intersection is a given circle.
This proposition was known to the Greek geometers, and is employed by E u t o c iu s in his preface to the Conics of Apollonius. The analysis and synthesis of it are given by S im s o n , in two different ways, in his Restoration of the Plane Loci, lib. ii. prop. ii. The latter of these is also given by Professor L e s l i e in his Geometrical Analysis, book iii. prop. 13, and is that generally employed by geometrical writers. The fol lowing one is, so far as I know, different from any that has been given: still, but for its better answering the purposes I have in view, I should not have inserted it here, as on no other account can it, perhaps, be entitled to such an appropriation. Scholium.-A similar division may be made, the points C and D lying on the other side of M, the middle of T U. This implies, however, an inversion of the antecedent and consequent of the terms of the ratio.
Lemma II. Theorem.-I f lines be inflected to a point without the circle T N U from T and U, the ratio T N' : N' U will be less than the ratio T N : N U ; but if to a point within the c i r c l e , the ratio will be greater. (Plate X. fig. 1 .) First.Let N' be without the circle. This divides itself into two cases. 1. Where N' is on the same side of M R (drawn from M at right angles to T U) as the points C and D are.
Join TN', N 'U , and let N 'U cut the circle in N. Join also T N and draw N' S parallel to T U , meeting T N in S, and produce T N to Q.
Then, by parallels, the angles Q T U, T N 'S are equal. And since N' T U is less than a right angle, (for it is also an angle of the triangle T M R, of which T M R is a right angle, the point N' being by hypothesis on the other side of R M from T,) the angle Q T U is greater than a right angle; and hence T N 'S is greater than a right angle, and consequently N' S T is less than a right angle, and, a , less than T N' S. The line T S is therefore greater than T N'.
But by similar triangles T N : N U :: T S : N' U. Hence since the line TN' is less than T S, the ratio T N' : N' U is less than the ratio T S : N' U, and hence less than the ratio T N : N U.
Let N' and C D be on opposite sides of M R. Join N' U cutting M R in R' and joinTR'. Then the angles R 'T U , R 'U T are equal. But N 'T U is greater than R' T U, and hence greater than N' U T. The side N' U of the triangle N' T U is there fore also greater than N' T. Hence the ratio N' T : N' U is a ratio of less inequality, whilst the ratio T N : N U is by hypothesis a ratio of greater inequality. The ratio T N ': N' U is therefore, in this case also, less than the ratio T N : N U.
Secondly. Let the point N' lie within the circle. Produce U N' to meet the circle at N and join N T. Draw N' S parallel to T U, to meet T N at S.
Then it may be proved as before that TN' is greater than T S . And by similar triangles T N : N U :: T S : N U '. But since TN' is greater than TS, the ratio T S : N' U, that is the ratio T N : N U, is less than the ratio T N ': N U.
Scholium.-The antecedent of the lines in the expression of the ratio are considered to be drawn from the more distant point T : but these conditions will be reversed when the order of the terms is reversed.
Lemma III. Problem.-From two given points T and U (Plate X. figg. 2. and 3.) to inflect lines to meet in a right line given by p , so that their ratio or greatest possible.
This problem is divisible into two cases according as the intersection S of the given line H S with the line T U drawn through the given points T and U, is on the same side of M with the antecedent or with the consequent of the lines which are in the required ratio. As, however, both cases are constructed by the same operation, it will be more convenient to give the analysis of them in juxtaposition by means of parallel vertical columns. Also for convenience of comparison, I shall employ the same letters in both cases, merely accentuating one set for the sake of distinction. Let T U be produced to meet S H in S. Then it is obvious from the preceding lemmas that the problem is reducible to the description of two circles which shall touch the given line H S ; and each divide the line T U internally and externally in the same ratio, or divide it harmonically; that is, in the one case U C : C T :: U D : D T, and in the other T C ': Cf U :: TD' : D 'U .
Suppose the points of contact P and P' to be found. Draw M H from M the middle of T U perpendicular to T U, and let it meet H S in H. Draw the lines P O and P' O' from the points of contact perpendicular to H S ; then O and O' are the centres of the circles. 
Hence this
Construction.-Draw the perpendicular M H (from M) to T U, meeting H S in H. With centre H and distance H T or H U describe a circle cutting H S in P and P'. These are the points at which the ratios are those sought, as is too evident from the analysis to need a formal demonstration.
The ratio T P : P U is hence the l e a s t, and T P' : P' U the g from T and U to meet in the line H S, can possibly have; or the greatest and least, if the order of the terms of the ratio be changed. At LI, midway between P and P', they have a ratio of equality. L e m m a IV. T h e o r e m .-Not more than two pairs of lines can be same two points T and U to meet in the same straight line H S, and have to one a given r a t i o , the order of the terms of the ratio being given. For since the locus of all the intersections of all lines which can be so drawn is a circle, (Lemma 1.) and a circle can cut a straight line in only two points, the truth of the proposition follows. L em m a V. T h e o r e m .-I f lines be inflected from two points in a given straight line to two given p o i n t s , the pair which is more remote from the point at which the ratio is a minimum will have a greater ratio than those inflected from the point which is nearer. And when their order is c h a n g e d , the ratio will he less. Let T, U be the points, and suppose T the point nearer to the given line N S to be the point from which the antecedent line is drawn. Let P be the point found in the last lemma, and N nearer to P than N' i s ; then the ratio N' T : N' TJ is greater than the ratio N T : N U. (Plate XI. fig. 4.) For divide the line T U harmonically in the points C and D in the ratio N T : N U, and describe the circle on C D, passing through N (Lemma 1.).
Then since N is nearer to P than N' is, the point N' falls without the circle DNC; and hence (Lemma II.) the ratio N T : N U is less than N' T : N' U.-Q. E. D. Suppose the points to be found at P and P'; and draw the tangent P H meeting the perpendicular M H from M, the middle of the line joining the given points.
Then from the reasoning in Lemma II., the circle of ratios will touch the given circle in P and divide T U harmonically in C and D ; and from Lemma IV.* we learn that H P = H T. Hence the problem is reduced to finding a point H in the line M H, from which tangents being drawn to the given circle R P E they will be equal to H T or H U.
Though A the centre of the given circle draw A N parallel to T U ; then it is per pendicular to H M or E K, and E K is bisected in N. Then Whence we have to form a rectangle whose area is T N 2 -f-N E2, and one of whose sides is 2 N M ; and the other side of the rectangle is the distance of H from N. Construction.-With centre N and distance N T describe a circle cutting A N in Q. Join E Q, and make N G = E Q, and N B = 2 N M. Join B G, and draw G LI per pendicular to it, cutting M H in H. Then with centre H and distance H T or LI U, describe a circle cutting the given circle in P and P', and these will be the points required.
The demonstration is obvious from the analysis. The problem admits of several other cases, but the same analysis and construc tion, mutatismutandis, serves for them all.
L e m m a VII. T h e o r e m .-I f a ratio be one of greater inequality, the triplicate of that ratio is greater than the ratio itself; but if it be a ratio of less inequality, the triplicate ratio is less than the ratio itself. Also conversely, the subtriplicate of a ratio of greater inequality is less than the ratio itself; but of a ratio is greater than the ratio itself This is too obvious to need a formal proof here. rn is greater than rp that is whilst the distanc to the left of T, this is essentially positive, since all the factors except -r f are essentially positive, however the quantities be reckoned; and hence the point O lies more remote from T than Q does. In precisely the same way it may be shown to be true when the points C and D, &c. are taken respectively to the right of the middle. Hence we may infer that, under all circumstances, except those determined in the last lemma, the quantity ci s fin ite : and it may be easily shown to increase, as r, increase, ad infinitum.
XX.-On the Points at which the Magnetic Needle takes a Position vertical to the
Surface of the Earth.* At the close of my last paper, art. xix., I stated that I had been unable to resolve equation (78.) into its simple or quadratic component factors, and was therefore un able by means of it to assign positively the number of points on the earth's surface at which the needle can take a vertical position. That difficulty may, however, be ob viated by a different process from that which I then indicated; and as this new method fully meets all the objects, physical and geometrical, which led to the for mation of that equation, any further discussion of it in that form may now be dis pensed with. It will here be proved that on the hypothesis of two poles of equal in tensity and of different kinds, there never can he more than two points on the earth's surface at which the needle can take the position in question. From this equation we learn the important fact, that more than two points of the curve of contact can exist for each value of 0. To render it subservient to the completion of our object in this inquiry, it will be necessary to establish two other properties, viz. that the quantity under the radical is essentially positive, so as to render the curve real for all values of 0, and that of these values one is greater and the other less than b sec 0. The slightest attention, however, to the form of the ex pression will convince us that this would be a work of great labour if performed in a perfectly satisfactory manner; and that probably it would exceed the means at pre sent in our possession for conducting such a discussion to a successful termination. It is fortunately as unnecessary as it is difficult, since by recurring to the genesis of the curve itself both these conclusions may be readily established; and as these are all that are essential to the present investigation, I do not think myself under any necessity to examine those characters of the curve which are mere matters of mathe matical curiosity, even though some of them may be very readily obtained from the equation itself. Except, therefore, for facilitating some few steps of the succeeding course of inquiry, and for the establishment of the above-named general principle (the duality of the values of r for each value of 0), I shall rarely have occasion to again employ this equation, the objects of its introduction being hereby fully answered. same, and on different sides of the magnetic axis T U, as the slightest consideration will render obvious. In order, therefore, to separate these cases and adapt them to our immediate subject, we must recur to the magnetic curves themselves, and ex amine their particular characters with more care than has hitherto been done. We shall thus be enabled to establish the duality of the vertical points where the centres of force are, as assumed in the hypothesis, only two, and of equal intensity. The same method, it will readily appear after a little consideration, will establish analo gous conclusions, whatever be the relative nature and intensities of the forces F, and Fn resident in the two centres T and U, should, at any future time, such an in vestigation be considered necessary, and prove that in no case can there be more than four such points on the earth's surface. In the present paper it will be shown, that could we imagine such an hypothesis to have any foundation in nature, the ex istence of two poles of the same kind and of equal intensities would in certain cases produce four points on the earth's surface, at which the needle would be vertical, and in others only two. ( m .) Moreover, if from centres T and U with radii T P , U P circles be described cutting the axis in G and H, and from these points lines be drawn parallel to P P' uniting the circles in K K' and L L/, then the parallelogram formed by drawing the radii through these points till they meet in Y and Y', will have its sides tangents to all the branches of the curve that pass through T and U respectively in those points.
(n .) The points T and U are true points of inflexion of the branches, the conver gent ones above being continuous of the divergent ones below the axis, and the con vergent ones below the axis being continuous of the divergent ones above the axis, the first series n2 Describe an equilateral triangle L P L/, whose perpendicular is P M, and from centres T and U two circles PKP' and P K' P'. Through L and L/ draw lines parallel to P P', meeting the circles in A, B, B', A', and C, D, D', C'. Draw radii to the several points of intersection of the lines A A' and C C with the circles; these will intersect in the points nl9 n2, n3, and N 1? N 2, N3, N4, which are the several vertices sought. The outer points nl9 n3 f N 4 and N3 are those at which the vertices of the convergent branches are situated, and the inner ones n2 , n4, N 2, N4 are those of the divergen When the points L and LI fall without the double segment P K P' K, the construc tion fails, and there are no such points in the curve when this takes place. This ob viously will be the case when L and L' fall between the poles T and U #.
( q.) The points in which the convergent and divergent branches intersect are found as follows:-(Figg. 10, 13.) Draw through T and U the indefinite perpendiculars to the axis, and with centres T and TJ describe the circles P G H P', P E F P' cutting the perpendiculars in G, FI, and E, F, respectively; then E, F, G, H are the points sought.
When T P is less than T U the construction fails, and the existence of such points becomes impossible. When T P = T U, the points coalesce in the poles, and the branches all touch there.
We shall now proceed to establish the truth of such of the preceding properties of the curve as are not immediately evident.
XXIII.-The Vertices; or the Points at which the Tangent is perpendicular parallel to the Axis.
That it may be more easily effected, resume the general equation (38.), the poles being endowed with equal absolute intensities of force. I. 4; 6, and + 0l t ; 2. 0, and r 6 U; 3. v and ;
But whichever of these we employ, it must be consistent with the equation of the curve itself; viz. with cos + cos 6U = 2 cos j3.
1. The first of these obviously gives the points P and P , and is consistent with the equation of the curve.
2. The fourth is virtually the same as the first, if we consider that in taking one supplement we should take all the supplements.
3. The second and third are incompatible with the equation of the curve itself. There are hence only the two points P and P at which the needle can be parallel to the axis.
Secondly. That the tangent may be perpendicular to the axis, we must have Expressing sin2 sin2 0n, and cos in terms of (3 and ^ from the equation of the curve, and inserting the results in (88.), we shall obtain, after slight reductions,
and cos = cos /3 q1 | From these equations it appears that if (3 be less than -j, there can be no po the system at which the tangent is perpendicular to the axis, as in that case either cos 6t or cos 6U would be greater than unity.
We may now establish the truth of the construction given at (p.) of art. xxu. for finding these points.
Let It is also clear that the limitation to which the construction is subjected is that expressed by the limitation of the equations themselves.
Moreover, the distribution of the points as to the particular branches of the curves to which they belong is properly Since the point of the curve is found by the intersection of two parallel lines PT and P' U, it is infinitely distant; and the two radii rt and rn themselves being infinite, are equal to one another. But the tangent to any point of the magnetic curve divides mdcccxxxvi. n the axis in the ratio of r f to r * : and since these radii when in tangent to the infinitely distant point of the curve bisects the magnet, or passes through M. Now the line M Q4 being parallel to T P and P' U by construction passes through their common intersection; and dividing the axis T U in the ratio of rj* to is a tangent to the curve at that infinitely distant point. That is, M Q4 is an asymptote to the branch U N4 of the curve.
In the same way the other branches are shown to have severally the lines drawn, as already described, through M for rectilinear asymptotes.
XXV.-The Points of Inflexion. (sin20;cos0y + sin20yycos0y y )3 _sin 0y sin 0y y sin3 0y -f-0y y (sin2 0y y cos 0y + sin2 0y cos 0yy) (sin2 0y cos Q j + sin2 0y y cos 0y/)3 (95.) _sin 0y sin 0y y sin3 0y + 0y y (cos 0y + cos 0y y ) (1 -cos 0y cos 0yy) __~ * 1 (sin2 0y cos 0y -f-sin2 0y y cos 0yy)3
Since the denominator of this cannot become infinite, the condition is only fulfilled by the numerator = 0: and this gives the five following equations: When the middle M, however, of the axis, and its opposite point on the infinite sphere are taken, any line through them may be considered a tangent, as the asymptote, properly speaking, has then ceased to exist, or to be expressed by the equation. In other words, the direction of the curve at these points is become pro perly indeterminate. That the expressions themselves indicate this, will be made to appear in the next section.
XXVI.-To fin d the Multiple Points and the Directions of their Tangents of the Mag netic Curve.
At a multiple point we shall have, in consequence of (83.) and ( To find the values of corresponding to these multiple points, we may proceed thus :
When sin = 0, we have cos 6t = + 1 ; and cos = 2 cos ip 1, the lower sign of which being impossible, so long as cos (3 is positive (which is our investigations; and though we might have so extended them as to include negative va lues of cos 1 8, yet nothing in point of generality would have been gained thereby, as only a reduplication of the branches of the curve would have resulted from it), and hence the only solution is cos = 2 cos (3 -1. But this fin direction of the tangent at U : and as the same holds for cos (-0J, there are two tangents at U equally inclined to the axis.
The value here given accords with the construction given (in XXII. m.). For (figg. 10, 12, 13.), taking P U as radius = 1,UH = U T -T H = 2 cos 1 ; and it is the cosine of the angle K U H by the construction. Hence it fulfils the condition of the equation and gives the tangents at the point U. In the same manner that construction gives the tangents at T.
The combination of the third equations of (97.) and (98.) may also be easily shown to coincide with the construction given for the asymptotes in (XXII. o.); but as the truth of that construction has already been proved at the close of XXIV., it is unne cessary to recur to it here.
But there occurs here a difficulty which is worthy of notice, but which is readily shown, however, to be only apparent. We have seen at (XXII. q .) that there is an other doubly symmetrical system of double points possible for values of 3 between * 2 X 2 it is quite clear that so long as we require only the differential fraction -, we may eleminate the denominators z by the usual process before we commence the differentiation, even though they involve functions of the variable quantities that enter into an investigation. The same is true of factors not fractional: for
It hence follows, that for seeking the second differential coefficient of the curve, we may eliminate by divi sion or multiplication any common factor, integral, or fractional that enters into the numerator and denominator of the first differential coefficient, and hence that the process followed in (XXIII.) is legitimate. But when, on the contrary, each of the terms (numerator and denominator) of the first differential coefficient is to be equated to some other quantity, or to zero (as in finding the multiple points), then all the factors should, by the fundamental principles of algebraic equations, be retained in both. Hence the equations of condition (the first and second in (97.)) must retain all the factors which the process of first differentiation introduced into them. The want of due attention to this principle, simple and obvious as it is, has often led to very incom plete, and sometimes very erroneous, enumerations of the characters of certain curve lines. This method of proceeding, therefore, has the advantage (and in all cases where it is applied the same is true) of giving directly the several inclinations of the tangent to the axis of x or y corresponding to any assumed value of 0{: but for the complete and certain determination of the multiple points of the system, other and additional con siderations, as stated in the prefatory remarks to this paper, are necessary. At pre sent we may pass the subject over, as the only remaining multiple points have already been determined, as well as the conditions of their existence, in (XXII. Q .), and proved at the beginning of (XXIV.).
Finally. It was stated at the close of (XXV.), that when the curves themselves were the final ones, or coincided respectively with the magnetic axis, the tangent at M was indeterminate ; and the statement is thus rendered evident.
When Moreover, if we take the successive differential coefficients to infinity, (as the value of w,) we still evidently have
Hence there is no factor in (100.) which is determinate ; or the inclination of the tangent to the axis is at that point essentially .
All the properties of the magnetic curve that are essential to our future investiga tions of the physical problem, and none else, have now been fully stated and esta blished. We shall proceed now to their application.
the Curve of Magnetic
Verticity : or that in any Point o f which netic Needle being placed, it will he directed towards a given Point.
At each point of the curve of verticity, the tangent to the magnetic curve through that point is directed to the given point, this being the defining character of the curve of verticity. Its polar equations are given in (81.) and (82.), and before we proceed to employ the properties of the magnetic curve to the determination of the properties of this, it is necessary to make one or two remarks on those equations, and deduc tions from them.
In the first place, the general equation (79.) involves the fourth power of r, and therefore, generally indicates that a line drawn through other point in the plane of the curve will have four values, either all real, two real, or all imaginary, since a transformation of coordinates does not alter its dimension, and therefore the number of its roots; and it is easy to see that in its general form, the separation of its roots would be impracticable, in the literal state of the component data. But as by taking the coordinates in the particular way that is there done, a loss of two dimensions has occurred, or, more properly speaking, a separation of the general equation into two others, the utmost simplification that can possibly arise from the mode of assuming the system of reference, has been here effected. It is very probable that this is the only way in which that separation could have been made; and hence there is little hope of further improvement in the process by the transformation of coordinates, at least so far as origin of r is concerned*.
The point O (Plate XIV. fig. 14.) is a quadruple point, whilst any line drawn through O can cut the curve in only two points besides (). The values of r can therefore, except at this point, be only two, whilst in it they are four. Such is the obvious * By transposing the origin of 9 to the line bisecting the angle TO U, (that is, putting a,lt = e + $, at = s -5, and hence 9 -a/y = 9 -e -$ = X -£, and 9 -e + £ = ^ we obtain a result in some respects adapted to our final purpose; but still as the equation so transformed offers insuperable obstacles to a complete discussion of the curve, and we have been otherwise able to effect without that aid, it is unnecessary to do more than allude to it here. The same may be said of the rectangular equation (76.) itself, when the origin is transposed to T, Y, M, or U, and referred either to oblique coordinates coincident with the asymptotes, or to rectangular coordinates bisecting the angles of the asymptotes, or having one coincident with the magnetic axis itself; or again, referring the system to rectangular coordinates through O, one of which is parallel to the magnetic axis ; and so on. By one or other of these I have been able to obtain a few properties of the curve, but by no one, nor by all of them together, to deduce anything approaching to a complete development of its properties, the form of its branches, or its singular points. Could it have been so effected, there is no question that it would be the more elegant mode of proceeding, viewed in reference to mathematical symmetry; and for that reason I have spent a good deal of time in attempting i t ; but after repeated failures, I am compelled to admit that, in the present case, " fullere et fugere est interpretation of equation (79.), or of its component ones (80.) and (81. ). The system is, then, in this case, coincident with that of the curve, whose values of r are two, and a circle of infinitely small radius. Still we are not entitled to say that the whole system is actually so composed, since by taking the origin of polar coordinates in any other way, we should not find the equations expressive of that condition ful filled. It is essential to keep this principle in view (and it is too often overlooked) in the discussion of the properties of curve lines.
In Hence the radius vector parallel to the magnetic axis is infinite, whilst 0 is finite; and hence it is either an asymptote or parallel to an asymptote. To ascertain which, let us conceive the origin transferred to V (which, since it is only the position of a straight line we are seeking, we are entitled to do): then, since whether V be between the poles or beyond one of them, we have a, -0 or ccl -alt = or, the equation sin (a, -aw ) cos 0 = 0 is fulfilled by the coefficient of the variable, that line is t ptote. This will, however, also appear from other considerations in the next section.
Again, transpose and cube the second of equations (102.), then we obtain tan 0 = -(tan a, -f tan a,,), which indicates the radius vector through the centre M of the magnet, and which, since 0 is finite, whilst ri s infinite, the line O M is either an asymptote o one. The determination which would be the case, would, from the equations them selves, be not difficult but rather laborious; and hence we shall employ another method in the next section to show that it is itself the asymptote to two infinite branches of the divergent curve.
Thirdly. To ascertain whether there be any equal values of r. In this case the quantity under the radical symbol becomes equal to zero, or, which is the same thing, (sec2 a;/ -2 sec sec a/ COS 0 -a, COS 0 -a/; -j-sec2 a) (cos al co = sec2ay/sin20-a/; (cos ay/ sin 0-a) * -{-sec2 a,sin2 a, (cos sin which is fulfilled either by 0 = a, or 0 = values of r for such values of & as lie to the right and left of these points coalesce, and the radius becomes a tangent to the branches of the curve that meet there. In the same way for values of 6 between these points the branches of the curve coalesce, and the radii-vectores form at those points tangents also to these branches of the system. It also immediately appears that there are no other real values of 6 which fulfil the condition, and hence there are no other such points besides those now determined.
By There is always one particular convergent curve to some parameter which will touch the line O U at the point U, and which, since O and U are given points, is de terminate and single (XXII. XXIII.). The same is true of O T ; and the corre sponding values are cos (3 = sin2 ^ al and cos (3 = sin2 \ uu. Those curves only in which (3 enters as a larger angle, or in which cos (3 diminishes, can have tangents drawn to them from O. For if any line O S' Q' be drawn from O between O T and O U, or to cut the magnetic axis itself between the poles, the curve being wholly concave to O Y, it will intersect the curve at Q'; and since there are no points of inflexion (XXV.) between T and U in the branch U Q', it cannot again meet the curve, and consequently cannot touch it. Hence only the branches of those convergent curves which depend on a parameter (3 greater than that already specified can be touched by lines from O.
No point of the convergent system of curves of verticity can therefore lie in the region Q'TU Q.
Let any curve U N be taken to the right of the line O U and above the axis. Then since the curve is convex (its tangent U R at U making a less angle R U Z with the axis than O U Q) to the point O, a tangent can be drawn from O to a point N in it. And since there are no points of inflexion in the magnetic branch, there can be only one tangent so drawn to that branch.
The points of contact, or the points of this branch of the curve of verticity, are always at a finite distance from the line of the magnetic axis. For whilst the mag netic curve itself is finite, all its points are at a finite distance from the axis Z' Z ; and hence all the points of contact of lines from O to it, which constitute the curves of verticity, are also at finite distances from that line. Moreover, when the magnetic m dcccxxxvi. o curve becomes infinite, it coincides with the axis Z (XXVI.), and hence the final tangent must also have a point of coincidence at an infinite distance from M with the line 71Z. Nor can the curve meet the line 71Z in any point to the right of U, and at a finite distance from it. Since, if it can, the convergent branch of the magnetic curve also meets the axis at that point. But the tangent to every finite branch of a convergent magnetic curve makes a finite angle with 71 Z at U, and having no points of inflexion, it cannot meet the tangent again. But if it meet 71Z, it must have pre viously crossed its tangent at the point U. Hence the hypothesis of the curve of verticity meeting the axis Z'Z at a finite distance involves a contradiction. The magnetic axis 71 Z is therefore an asymptote to this branch of the curve of verticity.
Precisely the same circumstances take place in the branch lying above the axis and to the left of T. The convergent curve has therefore two asymptotic branches, the line of the magnetic axis being the rectilinear asymptote to them both ; and no other points of the curve lie on the opposite side of that line from O.
In There is also one curve which can touch O U at U, determined, as before explained, by the value of (3; and there can be no one drawn between this and the produced axis U Z, which admits of a tangent from O ; for in that case the curve is concave to O, and has no points of inflexion in that branch.
Take Proceeding to the angle Y M T, a precisely similar series of circumstances takes place as in its opposite angle UMY'. The branch has O T for a tangent at T; it proceeds gradually round till it arrives at M and meets the branch U N' M at M. We should be led to expect, from the principle of the continuity of the same law holding at all points in the course of a locus, that the two branches which meet at M are continuous: but as we have no other property of the point M before us except the indeterminateness of the tangent to the magnetic curve at that point, we might hesi tate, did any conclusion of importance hinge upon it, to affirm the continuity of those branches positively. But by transposing the origin of rectangular coordinates in equation (76.) to M, and investigating the number and position of the tangents at the origin, the question is settled in the affirmative. The process is, however, long and rather intricate; and as we have no occasion to employ the property in our present inquiries, it is unnecessary to give its investigation here.
In the same manner as in the angle Y M U, we may divide its opposite and the only remaining region TMY' into two parts TM P" and P" M Y', and consider them in order
The first curve which can have a tangent drawn to it from O is that which has OT for its tangent: and as before, the branch thus generated having a common tangent with the branch above the axis, they will form a continuous curve at that point.
To all the curves wffiose asymptotes lie in the angle T M P" there can be one tan gent drawn, and only one: for the point O is on the convex side of the curve viewed in reference to the tangent T U at the point of inflexion T of the magnetic curve. These will trace out a branch terminating at some point between O and T, as R. Whilst the magnetic curves vary through the interval of their passing from R to O, the point O will be not only on the convex side of the curve with respect to T U, but also between the curve and its asymptote. In this region, then, two tangents can be * See also Plate XV. fig. 16 , where this part of the work is drawn to a larger scale. X X X .-Professor L e s l i e 's Property of the Magnetic Curve, and a Genesis of the Curve of V e r t i c i t yf ounded on it.
If tangents be drawn from a given point in the magnetic axis to a series of mag netic curves, either convergent or divergent, the locus of the points of contact is a given circle.
For since the point S is given (Plate XVI. fig. 19 .), the ratio S T : SU is given, and hence its subtriplicate N T : N U is also given ; and the points T and U being also given, the conclusion follows from Lemma I.
The same conclusion also follows from our equation ( The former of these is a foreign factor introduced, so far as the locus of a lower order than 76 is concerned, by the eliminations through which that equation was ob tained : the latter is the equation of a circle whose centre is in the axis, but not in the form best adapted for use; which would be to refer it to M, and thereby make -an = at -a. As, however, we only require it for constructive purposes and geo metrical reasoning, it is unnecessary to examine the equation further; and, except as a verification by a particular case of our general equation ( Then, since the distances T S, S K, K Kx, Kx Ii2, -----are all finite, and the distance T R also finite, a continued repetition of these processes will at length conduct us to a point Kn , either coincident with R, or more remote from T than R is. Let E be a corresponding point in the curve of verticity. Then the segment of the curve joining N and A must lie in the mixtilineal angle formed by the line A N' and the arc N'Q2N ; the segment A B is in the mixtilineal angle B A, A, and so on to E. But the arc of the magnetic meridian lies wholly without this series of angles, and hence cannot in any one point coincide with the segments of the curve which lies within them. The magnetic meridian, therefore, can only cut the asymptotic branch of the curve which lies to the left of T and above the axis, in one single point N.
In the same way, exactly, may it be shown that the magnetic meridian can only cut the other asymptotic branch to the right of U in one single point.
By processes of the same nature it may be proved that the finite branches of the convergent system can never be cut in more than two points by a circle whose centre is O ; and that the same is true to the divergent system. But neither of these cases falls within the objects of the physical problem under consideration, it would be su perfluous to enter upon them here; although for giving completeness to the geome trical problem such a discussion would be indispensable. However, after what has been done in the foregoing pages, this portion of it can present no difficulty to the geometer who may be disposed to follow it out, as the reasonings which I have em ployed in its solution, and which completely apply to all the cases, is essentially the same as that detailed in the case here discussed at length. It is only necessary to observe, that the positions of the finite and infinite branches in the two systems are so situated that, in the divergent system, all four branches, the two finite and the two infinite ones, may be cut by the same circle, or only the two infinite ones, depending upon the radius of that circle: whilst in the convergent system, which we have had occasion here to consider, only two of the branches, either the two infinite ones, or the two finite ones, or one of each, can be cut by the same circle.
XXXII.-The consequence of all this investigation, then, is, if we admit the hypothesis of two centres of magnetic force situated within the earth, there will be two, and only two, points on the earth's surface, at which the needle can take a position ver tical to the horizon.
Whether this be the number actually existing on the surface of our earth, we are not at present in a condition to determine. One such undoubtedly there is, and a second is probable, but its position has not been assigned; neither from any obser vations yet published, can it be even approximately determined, nor, therefore, its existence positively affirmed. I am not aware that any observations give reason to suspect the existence of more than these tw o; and hence, so far as we can judge from the data before us, the conclusion now obtained as a consequence of two magnetic centres of force, is consistent with the phenomena for which the hypothesis is required to account. It is therefore a strong argument, in the present state of our actual know ledge of the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism, fo r the truth of that hypothesis. . 18 .) the branches are symmetrical, it is true, form rather more simple than when it is in any other position; and as we remove O to points further on either side from that line, the curve becomes more and more bizarre, but still it retains the same general features as in its more simple case; and its branches have in all cases the same character, whatever be the coordinates of O with respect to the magnetic poles, and not situated in the same line with them.
If, moreover, we have determined two points on the surface of the earth at which the needle can become vertical, and describe the great circle passing through them, we know that the poles themselves are in this plane, and situated somewhere in the concave angle formed by drawing the radii from those points to the centre. As, how ever, four quantities are necessary to express the coordinates of those poles, and we have only two conditions given, the actual position of the points themselves cannot be determined from these data. The problem is hence, even when both points of ver ticity are known, still left indeterminate. Nevertheless, by combining these with other observations upon the dip and variation made at different, and still better at distant, places, the problem becomes capable of solution.
Again, if we could determine the points on the earth's surface at which the intensity is a maximum (in respect to its contiguous points, in all directions from it), we should obtain other conditions, which united with those of the two points of verticity, from which the positions of the magnetic poles might be determined. To the solution of this problem, the determination of maximum-intensity points, I shall next direct the attention of the Royal Society. The investigations are already completed, and I hope shortly to find leisure to put them into order ; and shall only premise here, that as
